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Profit +Safety

Earning Profits with utmost safety i.e. by securing the
Principle amount should be the motto for any trader in
Stock Market. It requires use of appropriate hedging
techniques. Our training courses on Options segment of
Stock Market will empower you with simple to
understand and effective hedging techniques. Through
controlled trading, you can Set your Maximum Loss
Limits and In-Built Stop Losses even before taking a trade.

Relax and Trade

Relax and let your effective Options Strategies earn
Profits for you. Through our years of research and
experience, we can safely conclude that most effective
trading strategies are those, which enable you to relax
even in most volatile times. A majority of our Strategies
and Techniques have in-built buffers for handling most
Volatile Times.

What We Offer

We offer the following:
 Mini Training Course for Beginners (Index Options)
 Comprehensive Training Course for Beginners
(Index Options)
 Mentoring sessions and Customised Training for
Professional Options Traders
Our Mentoring Sessions/ Training Courses start from
Rs. 10000 Onwards. We also teach how to effectively
manage the Margin requirements through Spreads.
Kindly Contact for details

Distance Learning Mode

We offer Training through Online/Live Distance
Learning Modes like WhatsAPP/ ZOOM. So you can
learn from the comforts of your Home/Office. We offer
One to One/ Peer group training. One to One options
are relatively costlier than Peer Group Training. If you
Join as a small peer group (i.e. a small group of 2 to 5,
generated by you), we can offer competitive prices.

Who We Are

Expedient Consultants is promoted by Kujnish
Vashisht, a leading Author/Blogger/Stock Market
Strategist. We are into Training of Options Segment of
Stock
Market
since
2009.
Kindly
visit
www.sharepundit.com for more about us. Please feel
free to contact at 91-9779883347 for any further query.

